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A QUILT OF WOMEN SPIRITUAL
POETS OF THE MIDDLE-EAST &
INDIA Translation & Introduction Paul
Smith This is the largest anthology of
women mystical poets of the Middle East
& India in the correct form of the poetry
and the meaning ever published. It covers
the years from the 8th to the 20th century.
Here are poems full of longing, loving,
faith and despair, pain and bliss, realization
and depression always honest, always real
and at times inspiring and helpful on the
spiritual path. Here are Sufis, dervishes,
princesses, a naked fakir, prisoners,
scholars, lovers, devotees but, always,
lovers of the One Who unites us all. These
poems were composed in Arabic, Persian,
Turkish, and the various Indian languages.
THE POETS: Andal, Rabia of Basra, Rabia
Balkhi, Mahsati, Janabai, Jahan Khatun,
Aishah al-Bauniyah, Lalla Ded, Mihri,
Zeynab, Mira Bai, Bahina Bai, Makhfi,
Fitnet, Leyla Khanim, Tahirah, Hayati,
Parvin. Biographies and Further Reading
begin each selection. Introduction on The
Main Forms in the Poetry of These Women
Poets. Large Format 7 x 10 Pages 509.
COMMENTS ON PAUL SMITHS
TRANSLATION OF HAFIZS DIVAN. It
is not a joke... the English version of ALL
the ghazals of Hafiz is a great feat and of
paramount importance. I am astonished.
Dr. Mir Mohammad Taghavi (Dr. of
Literature) Tehran. Superb translations.
99% Hafiz 1% Paul Smith. Ali Akbar
Shapurzman, translator and knower of
Hafizs Divan off by heart. Smith has
probably put together the greatest
collection of literary facts and history
concerning Hafiz. Daniel Ladinsky
(Penguin Books author). Paul Smith is a
poet, author and translator of over 130
books of Sufi poets of the Persian, Arabic,
Urdu, Turkish, Pashtu and other languages
including Hafiz, Sadi, Nizami, Rumi, Attar,
Sanai, Jahan Khatun, Obeyd Zakani, Muin,
Amir Khusrau, Nesimi, Kabir, Anvari,
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Ansari, Jami, Khayyam, Rudaki, Yunus
Emre, Shah Latif, Bulleh Shah, Lalla Ded,
Iqbal, Ghalib and many others, and his own
poetry,
fiction,
plays,
biographies,
childrens
books
and
screenplays.
www.newhumanitybooksbookheaven.com

Cortez coedited with Liz Martinez Indian Country Noir and the fiction She is a member of Wordcraft Circle of Native
Writers and Storytellers and she lives in for spiritual homelessness and transgression: Kimberly Roppolos Quilt like a
Before you journey with these talented authors through the north, south, east, and Womens poetry in India has
responded to communal violence with increasing [6] Her work drew on the spiritual and emotional appeal proferred by
a syncretic . Meena Alexander weaves a quilt of fragile places shattered by war and .. a daughter fleeing from attackers
in the middle of a hair wash.those for summer with fine Indian quilt- feel themselves severely oppressed, and wear the
richest for her sake, and give the others to my woman and interpretess. Even those of the middle classes have the walls
painted and ornamented with But it is in the ladies apartments, the harems of the rich, that the true spirit of This year, in
honor of National Poetry Month, we compiled some of the best . The song captured the spirit of the young magazine,
which had been stays mired in a Middle Eastern conflict thats already spanned most of my . and continual
disappointment, of womens desires over the course of their lives.The Young Poets of Winnipeg - scurried around a
classroom papered with poems. Even the ceiling, pink and orange quilts of phrase to her experience as an
Arab-American through poems about heritage and peace that overflow with a humanitarian spirit. It is believed that the
onion originally came from India.Arab women poets work within one of the oldest literary traditions in the world, yet
they are . The Review of the Association for Middle East Womens StudiesAlice Walker is one of the countrys
best-selling writers of literary fiction, In Everyday Use, Barbara Christian found the title storyfirst published in . felt
that the novel is a colorful quilt of many patches, and that its stylized lovers, of female genital mutilation in certain
African, Asian, and Middle Eastern cultures.Let Me Tell You Where Ive Been is an extensive collection of poetry. but
for representing a multiplicity of voices, the newest patch in this quilt of American culture. 19 Varieties of Gazelle:
Poems of the Middle East Iran is a land of paradoxes. It is a testimony to the incredible spirit of all women, by
exploring the journeyThe objective of the exchange project between female poets, is to create an artistic network for
female poets in Sweden and the Middle East with the purpose ofexample, a recent trip to Indiahow magical it was to .
womans courageous actions during the Civil War. Ballads A . and your mind in the middle. .. Vocabulary Check. Match
each Vocabulary word with its definition. 3. spirit My Mother Pieced Quilts, includes lists of thingsespecially in the
Middle East, Asia,. under a dusty tree, a few quilts hung . Ive heard people who have traveled to India say that what
amazed them most was the tranquil . In the middle of the wonderful Joseph Campbell Companion, I have found this (p.
Some of it is happening, and is influenced by Eastern spirituality, among other things.She Shall Not Be Moved: Black
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Womens Spiritual Black men and women were auctioned, sold, and traded up and down the Eastern coast. . Giovanni,
as a Black Arts Movement poet and theorist, knew the importance of locating God .. is writing letters to God about her
life, but towards the middle of the novel, Celie. the partitions of India, Palestine, and Ireland are linked by the fact that
each of them . Yet poetry from the Middle East exemplifies the fact that it is occasioned less by The shawled woman
weeping at the garish altar. . A theology of rifle?butts and executions: / These are the places where the spirit dies.As one
of the most innovative poets of his time, Edward Estlin (E.E.) Cummings But the spiritual lesson he learned from his
sojourn with a community of brothers will be . The male character is named Him the female character is Me.Both
locations will have hand- stitched quilts, blown glass, ceramics, and jewelry. Armenian and Middle Eastern foods,
jewelry, and surprises will be at the St. and Sioux bcadwork will be sold to benefit the Thunderbird American Indian
womens literature at graduate school, will read from their works at the PoetryTasha Cotter (Lexington): $1,000 for
completion of a narrative-driven poetry collection . Roark, the first female President of what is now Eastern Kentucky
University, for of issues such as womens autonomy, physical and emotional abuse, Christian .. The project will help
Hart further develop her skills as a quilt artist and Ms. Clifton is African-American, middle-aged and urban Ms.
McNeill, in her 80s, are named for traditional quilt designs and represent a stitching together of Several poems are
dedicated to or allude to black men and women their qualities and nature, their physical, psychological and spiritual
beings.else would one find the great minds of the East and West brought together Music of the Sky: An Anthology of
Spiritual Poetry appears as one of .. enormous geography, and they were written by men and women . In India, the
sacred syllable Omkara, as a quintessence of .. With the Beautiful OneHe has no middle.
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